Abstract Strong ground motions recorded during the 2008 Wenchuan, China, earthquake (M w 7.9) have been simulated using the stochastic finite-fault method proposed by Atkinson (1997, 1998b). The simulations were made for two source models. Both models are based on the fault geometry that was proposed by Koketsu et al. (2008) through inversion of teleseismic body wave data. The slip distribution obtained by this inversion was used for the first source model, while a random slip distribution was used for the second source model. The performance of each source model is quantified by calculating the bias and standard deviation of response spectra predicted by each model. For the first source model, the results show overall agreement between the simulated and observed response spectra in a period range of 0.05-1 s, as well as 4-10 s, but the model overpredicts ground motions in a period range of 1-4 s. For the second source model, the model is biased over a slightly wider period range at longer periods. The performance of the stochastic model to predict observed ground motions is also compared with several empirical ground-motion models by means of statistical tools.
Introduction
On 12 May 2008 (UTC), the devastating Wenchuan earthquake struck the Sichuan province of China. Koketsu et al. (2008) found a two-segment source fault based on the distribution of aftershocks and results of centroid moment tensor inversions. Their model of the source process indicates a moment magnitude M w of 7.9 and a rupture mechanism of reverse faulting with some strike-slip component. Ji and Hayes (2008) obtained similar results using a singlesegment source fault. The Koketsu et al. (2008) slip distribution finds the first large asperity 45 km northeast of the hypocenter with reverse-faulting slip of about 9 m and the second large asperity with strike slip of about 4 m located 170 km northeast of the hypocenter. The earthquake caused the heaviest damage in the Wenchuan and Beichuan counties, which are located above the surface projection of the source fault. Strong ground motions from the earthquake were observed at 460 free-field stations operated by the Institute of Engineering Mechanics of the China Earthquake Administration (Li et al., 2008) . Long-period ground motions from the earthquake were also felt in Beijing, Shanghai, and Taipei, which are 1500 km or more away from the hypocenter.
In the present study, we apply the stochastic finite-fault method of Atkinson (1997, 1998b) to model the statistical properties of the strong-motion records observed near the 2008 Wenchuan earthquake's source fault. This method is an extension of the point-source stochastic simulation method by Boore (1983 Boore ( , 1996 to a finite-fault source, so it can be considered a kind of stochastic Green's function method. In this method, the source fault is divided into many subfaults. Each subfault is considered as a point source with a ω 2 spectrum. Ground motions are simulated by summing the contributions of all the subfaults. This method has previously been used to simulate strong motions from several moderate to large earthquakes including the 1994 M w 6.7 Northridge earthquake (Beresnev and Atkinson, 1998b) , the 1999 M w 7.6 Chi-Chi earthquake (Roumelioti and Beresnev, 2003) , and the 2003 M w 6.5 Bam earthquake (Motazedian and Moinifar, 2006; Shoja-Taheri and Ghofrani, 2007) .
In this study, our goal is to quantify the accuracy of the Beresnev and Atkinson simulations, based on available general information for the target region, for prediction of the ground motion in the Wenchuan earthquake. For this purpose, we find the model bias and standard deviation, for periods from 0.05-10 s, at the 54 stations within 150 km of the fault. We are also interested in comparing the simulations with predictions made by empirical attenuation models for the 2008 Wenchuan earthquake. For this comparison, we used a semiquantitative scheme based on an exceedance probabilities approach and a quantitative scheme based on an information-theoretic approach as suggested by Scherbaum et al. (2004 Scherbaum et al. ( , 2009 ).
Strong Motion Data
We first selected accelerograms recorded by stations at fault distances up to 150 km from the two-segment source fault of Koketsu et al. (2008) . The main reason for this criterion is that far-field records, due to their large source-tosite distances, are usually of low engineering significance (Ambraseys et al., 2005) . The geographical distribution of the selected recording stations is shown in Figure 1 . The surface projections of the south and north segments of the source fault by Koketsu et al. (2008) are also shown in this figure. Table 1 lists station information, including geographical location, station-to-fault distance, and local site condition.
A total of 108 accelerograms from the two horizontal components at 54 stations met the selection criteria. All records are aligned in north-south and east-west directions. All the accelerograms were baseline corrected by subtracting their means and band-pass-filtered with a fourth-order, causal Butterworth filter with corner frequencies of 0.1 and 25 Hz. In this dataset, the peak ground acceleration (PGA) varies from 21 to 705g and the peak ground velocity (PGV) varies from 2 to 80 cm=s, as shown in 
Model Parameters
The stochastic finite-fault method of Atkinson (1997, 1998b) simultaneously takes into account the effects of finite source, propagation path, and the local site to generate a random horizontal ground motion at a desired site. The required model parameters and the values assigned to them are listed in Table 2 . The orientation and dimensions of the fault plane, the dimensions of subfaults, and the location of the hypocenter are required in order to model a finite source. For the 2008 Wenchuan earthquake, the listed values of these source parameters are those determined by Koketsu et al. (2008) and are based on the finite source inversion of teleseismic body waves. The southern and northern segments of their source fault model are divided into 15 × 9 and 15 × 8 subfaults.
Two slip distributions are used in this paper to model the source. For the first model (hereafter called the KL model), the slip and the weight for high-frequency generation of each subfault approximates the heterogeneous slip distribution obtained by Koketsu et al. (2008) . In the second source model (a random slip model, hereafter called the RS model), slip is assigned randomly by the simulation code of Beresnev and Atkinson (1998a) .
The subfaults rupture multiple times to model heterogeneous fault slip. The total number of subfault ruptures is determined from the ratio of the moment of the earthquake to the moment of a single subfault rupture. This total number of subfault ruptures is distributed on the fault proportional to the variations of the slip, as described by Beresnev and Atkinson (1997) . For a single subfault rupture, the corner frequency f 0 of the underlying ω 2 spectrum and the subfault moment m 0 are derived from the equations where Δσ is the stress parameter (set to 50 bar, as recommended by Beresnev and Atkinson, 1997) , β is a shearwave velocity of 3:6 km=s (Pei et al., 2006) , y is the ratio of rupture velocity to β (which is set to 0.8), and s is the radiation strength factor. The s factor, which controls the amplitude of high-frequency radiation in simulated spectra, reflects the maximum slip velocity in the whole source fault. According to the source model by Koketsu et al. (2008) , the average and maximum slip velocities of the Wenchuan earthquake can be estimated to be 0.8 and 3 m=s, respectively. Actually, the maximum slip velocity occurred in the asperity located in the southern segment, with the largest reverse-faulting slip of about 9 m and a rise time of around 3 s. The estimated maximum slip velocity is comparable to that of the 1999 M w 7.6 Chi-Chi earthquake, which is estimated from the maximum slip of around 20 m and a longer rise time of around 5-6 s (Wu et al., 2001) ; hence, in this study, the s factor was tentatively assumed to be 1, which is equal to the factor determined for the 1999 M w 7.6 Chi-Chi earthquake by Roumelioti and Beresnev (2003) . In most stochastic methods, the path effects are simply modeled as the multiplication of geometrical spreading and an empirical Q model. The geometrical spreading for this earthquake is simply assumed to be 1=R for distances less than 75 km and 1=R 0:5 for distances beyond 75 km. The transition distance (75 km) is determined from the depth of the Moho in the source region, which is approximately 50 km (Jiwen et al., 2003) , and the observation that the Moho reflection usually appears at distances 1.5 times larger than the depth of the Moho (Motazedian and Moinifar, 2006) . A frequency-dependent form of Q Q 0 f α is assumed for the empirical Q model. The values of Q 0 and α are obtained from Pei et al. (2006) for north China as 415 and 0.5, respectively. In the stochastic finitefault method, the spectrum is additionally attenuated by the zero-distance kappa operator, which controls the rapid spectral decay at high frequencies (Anderson and Hough, 1984) . Because, based on our knowledge, there is no available estimation for a zero-distance kappa operator in China, the kappa value at each station in the present study was determined from the slope fitted to the high-frequency part of horizontal Fourier spectra. The estimated zero-distance kappa is 0.04 s, which is approximately the average of seven stations within 60 km of the epicenter. The reason for selecting this distance is that Anderson (1991) shows values of kappa that are relatively constant for epicentral distances within 60 km.
Another requirement of the stochastic finite-fault method is a soil-station average transfer function. The site conditions of the selected stations were classified into three classes by the Institute of Engineering Mechanics as shown in Table 1 . In this study, the generic amplification rock and soil functions (Boore and Joyner, 1997) were used for the ROCK class stations and the SOIL and ALUVI class stations, respectively. Although these generic functions were derived for California, they may provide reasonable estimates when no detailed information of local site conditions is available.
Simulation Results
Using the model parameters described in the previous section, we have simulated the ground motions recorded at the selected stations. Accelerograms are generated for the KL and RS models as described previously. In Figures 3-8 , the simulated accelerograms for these different source models are compared with recorded horizontal components at six representative near-fault stations, with good azimuth coverage (white triangles in Fig. 1 ). The simulated Fourier amplitude spectra (FAS), as well as 5%-damped pseudoacceleration response spectra (PSA), are also compared with the observed ones in Figures 3-8. As can be seen, the envelopes of the time series are reasonably similar, and peak accelerations and spectral amplitudes are modeled to within about a factor of 3 in most cases. In some cases, the envelope of the synthetic tapers to zero faster than the data, perhaps because not enough scattering is included. The results of this study would be further improved if more information regarding path parameters and site amplification of stations were included. As an example, at station MXD, a clear peak at T 1 s can be seen on the north-south component of both the FAS and PSA (Fig. 8) . This peak might be due to the local site amplification at T 1 s. A clear peak at T 1 s can also be observed on average H/V (horizontalto-vertical) spectral ratio curve at MXD station (Fig. 9) . The adequacy of path model parameters is discussed later in this section. Figure 10 compares the 5%-damped PSA of simulated (using KL model) and recorded ground motions at all selected stations. Generally, the simulated PSA are in good agreement with the PSAs of the recorded horizontal components. However, certain discrepancies can be observed, probably, as mentioned earlier, because of the simplifications made in the modeling of source, path, and site effects for such a complex event.
The model biases for the KL model as well as for the RS model are shown in Figure 11 . The model bias calculated is as base 10 logarithms of the ratios of predicted PSA to observed PSA, averaged over all stations. In Figure 11 the model bias is shown with a thick solid line. The shaded area indicates the 95% confidence limits of the mean, and dashed lines correspond to σ (standard deviation) about the model bias. The period range of this study is 0.05-10 s.
As can be seen in Figure 11 , the mean bias of the KL model is not significantly different from zero in the period range between 0.05 and 10 s, except in the period range between 1 and 4 s. In the period range between 1 and 4 s, the KL model overestimates the observed records. For the RS model (Fig. 11) , the model bias is within the 95% confidence limits in the period range between 0.05 s up to around 0.7 s. In the period range between 0.7 and 4 s, the RS model overestimates the observed records (with the level lower than the KL model); and, in the period range between 4 and 10 s, the RS model underestimates the observed records.
In order to check the occurrence of any distancedependent bias, the distribution of residuals-versus-fault distance is tested at several periods within the period range between 0.05 and 10 s. The residuals at each station are calculated as the logarithm (base 10) of the ratios of predicted PSA using the KL model to observed PSA. The distribution of residuals-versus-fault distance at eight representative periods is shown in Figure 12 . To better present any possible trend in distribution of residuals, the mean model bias at each period is removed. Then a straight line is fit to the residuals. If the coefficients of the fitted line are significantly different than zero, then it is evidence of possible distance-dependent bias. For most of the periods, there is no significant bias. However, at certain periods, there is a nonzero trend in the distribution of residuals. For T < 0:1 s there is a negative slope and for T > 1:5 s there is a positive slope in the distribution of residuals with distance. This may suggest that higher quality factor values are needed at shorter periods and lower values are needed at the longest periods.
Discussion
In this study, all parameters of the KL and RS stochastic models, except zero-distance kappa, are taken from the results of previous studies. The bias and standard deviation of the KL and RS models (Fig. 11) are between 0.24 and 0.34 on the log 10 scale. These standard deviations are comparable with those determined for empirical attenuation models (e.g., Abrahamson et al., 2008) . Lower standard deviations can be achieved by modifying the propagation parameters and local site amplifications. However, in the present study, we decided to rely as much as possible on available information to compare the performance of the stochastic model with empirical attenuation models.
Comparison with Empirical Attenuation Models
This section compares the stochastic KL model of the 2008 Wenchuan earthquake with predictions made by four empirical models: three previously published empirical ground-motion models from different regions and the event-specific attenuation model described by Koketsu et al. (2009) . The main features of the selected models are tabulated in Table 3 .
The average shear-wave velocity of the top 30 m of the earth (V S30 ) is considered to be an explanatory variable in the Boore and Atkinson (2008) and Campbell and Bozorgnia (2008) models. Since we had no information of V S30 for the selected stations, we followed the methodology proposed by Lu et al. (2010) , based on the H/V response spectral ratio, to estimate V S30 at each station. In this regard, first the average H/V response spectral ratio is determined by averaging the successive H/V curves of moving time windows. Each window has 50-s duration, and the overlapping time of two consecutive windows is 15 s. Then if the average H/V curve at the considered station has a well-defined dominant peak, the period of this peak, following the criteria suggested by Japan Road Association (JRA, 1980) , is used to assign site class and estimate V S30 . At most of the selected stations the averaged H/V curves have a well-defined fundamental period. For those stations that have no clear peak, the methodology proposed by Zhao et al. (2006) is used to assign site class and V S30 .
The Koketsu et al. (2008) source model and the geographical location of the selected stations are used to estimate other explanatory variables of the selected ground-motion models. Table 4 gives the results of several comparisons for five selected response spectral periods. The first columns give the mean bias and standard deviation of each model. Additional columns are based on the methods proposed by Scherbaum et al. (2004 Scherbaum et al. ( , 2009 ) as tools to select acceptable groundmotion prediction equations for a region.
Considering Table 4 , the Koketsu et al. (2009) equations have zero mean bias and generally the smallest standard deviations of any of the tested models. The zero mean bias, of course, is the result of them being fit exactly to this data set. While in some cases a different distance dependence slightly reduces the standard deviation, without the addition of more explanatory variables it is unlikely that a smaller standard deviation can be obtained. Of the remaining models, the stochastic KL model has the smallest mean bias, and examination of Figure 11 indicates that the stochastic RS model would give similar results. Except for the period of 10 s, however, the stochastic KL model has the highest standard deviation.
In order to compare different ground-motion models, Scherbaum et al. (2004) , proposed a likelihood-based measure called LH, which can be estimated as
where jZ 0 j is the absolute value of the normalized residuals of the selected ground-motion model and Erfc is the complementary error function. For details on properties of the LH value, see Scherbaum et al. (2004) . According to the Scherbaum et al. (2004) ranking scheme, for a median LH value of at least 0.2, with the absolute value of the mean and median of the normalized residuals and their standard deviations all being smaller than 0.75, the ground-motion model is ranked as class C. The sample standard deviation should also be smaller than 1.5. A median LH value of at least 0.3, absolute values of the mean and median of the normalized residuals and their standard deviations all being smaller than 0.5, and a sample standard deviation of less than 1.25 constitute class B. A median LH value of at least 0.4, absolute values of the mean and median of the normalized residuals and their standard deviation all smaller than 0.25, and a sample standard deviation smaller than 1.125 receive rank A. A model that does not satisfy the criteria corresponding to any of these classes is ranked as class D. For residual sets calculated at representative periods using the different ground-motion models, the median LH values and corresponding ranking are tabulated in Table 4 . As expected, the Koketsu et al. (2009) model received the highest rank at all periods. The KL model generally has received better ranks than the other selected empirical models. Generally Boore and Atkinson (2008) and Campbell and Bozorgnia (2008) models have received better ranks than the Kanno et al. (2006) model. Actually the Kanno et al. (2006) model overestimates ground motions at all of the selected periods. This might be explained by considering that this model is mainly based on strong motions from buried faulting crustal earthquakes in Japan. It has been suggested by several researchers that the ground motions from crustal earthquakes that break the ground surface (as is the case for the 2008 Wenchuan earthquake) are weaker than the ground motions from buried faulting earthquakes (e.g., Somerville, 2003, and Kagawa et al., 2004) .
Despite the advantages of the semiquantitative ranking scheme, it still relies on predefinition of classes and thresholds for considered statistical parameters (Scherbaum et al., 2009) . Recently Scherbaum et al. (2009) proposed a new quantitative ranking scheme based on an informationtheoretic approach that overcomes these shortcomings. Their new ranking scheme is based on calculation of the loglikelihood (LLH) of the probability density function (PDF) of a considered attenuation model given the observed values at recording stations:
In equation 6, N indicates the number of observations, x i is the PSA value at the ith station, and g is the PDF of the selected attenuation model. Actually the so called LLH value represents the relative information loss of the selected model g with respect to the actual model f that is the PDF of the observed data, which is unknown in reality.
For selected attenuation models, the LLH values and the corresponding ranking values are listed in Table 4 . The KL model has received better ranks than the preexisting empirical equations at all representative periods except at 0.5 s. At period T 0:5 s, the KL model and all empirical models except that of Kanno et al. (2006) could on average successfully predict observed ground motions and have received the same rank based on the LH parameter. Lu et al. (2010) have shown that the Campbell and Bozorgnia (2008) model has excellent prediction at period T 0:5 s, which is clearly reflected in our ranking results based on the LLH parameter. It is also interesting to note that among the LLH values determined for the KL model at representative periods, the highest value (i.e., the lowest rank) is for T 1 s. At period T 1 s, the KL model as previously shown has a bias, which has lowered its rank. Although the KL model has received, on average, better ranks than those selected empirical models that had not included the 2008 Wenchuan strong motions in their dataset, it cannot yet be considered for applications in seismic hazard analysis. First, it needs to be applied using clear, uniform rules of application to predict the ground motions in a large suite of earthquakes so that the uncertainties associated with the method have been quantified with the same rigor as the uncertainties of the ground-motion prediction equations such as those in the Boore and Atkinson (2008) or Campbell and Bozorgnia (2008) studies.
Conclusions
Strong ground motions recorded during the 2008 Wenchuan, China, earthquake (M w 7.9) have been simulated using the stochastic finite-fault method proposed by Atkinson (1997, 1998b) . Based on obtained results we conclude that 1. Based on general parameters to model the path and an approximate model of the slip distribution (the KL model) and rough estimates of site amplifications, stochastic modeling of strong ground motions of the Wenchuan earthquake ended up with a model that has no significant bias at most of the periods within the period range of engineering interest. However, there are certain periods in the long-period range where the model is somewhat biased. The results may be further improved with more information on attenuation parameters, as well as site amplification of stations. 2. Using a model with a random slip distribution (the RS model), the response spectra of the synthetics are still unbiased at short periods (T < 0:7 s). It is not surprising that without knowledge of the slip distribution, the quality of the model decreases at longer periods. 3. In general, the stochastic model of the 2008 Wenchuan earthquake did a credible job in comparison with the empirical attenuation models developed for other regions Figure 11 . Bias of the stochastic models (base 10 logarithm of the ratio of predicted PSA to observed PSA) assuming (a) the KL model and (b) the RS model. Shaded area, 95% confidence limits; dashed lines, 1 standard deviation about the mean.
and, primarily using data from smaller earthquakes, in predicting ground motions. Applying stochastic modeling to several earthquakes in the region of interest is needed to improve our understanding of associated uncertainties of this approach to modeling.
Data and Resources
We used strong-motion data provided by the Institute of Engineering Mechanics of the China Earthquake Administration. 
